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Abstract
Electronic atlases are evolving from basic view-only atlases to interactive spatial
information systems. Multimedia atlases can be called as Cartographic Information System
(CIS) for combining the advantages of GIS and multimedia with special aspects of
cartography. This paper includes three main parts. Firstly, on the basis of analyzing
current multimedia cartographic information systems, we conclude the different characters
of multimedia atlases by comparing multimedia atlas products with GIS and other
multimedia teaching software. Secondly, we present the principles of designing CIS after
researching on the methods of how to design CIS, and we will verify these rules in a test
system of adaptive user interfaces developed. Thirdly, we take the Multimedia Electronic
Atlas of Fujian Ecological Environment as an example to explain how the rules above are
applied to practice.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the development of computer, GIS, web, multimedia and other
technologies, electronic atlases are evolving from basic view-only atlases to interactive
spatial information systems. Multimedia atlases can be called as cartographic information
system for combining the advantages of GIS and multimedia with special aspects of
cartography. GIS is integrated in CIS for its powerful functions. And multimedia methods
including pictures, videos, audios, cartoon movies and texts are widely applied in CIS for
its expressive force now. CIS has its own characters differed from GIS and other software
for usual teaching that can’t be neglected. This paper analyses current multimedia
cartographic information systems firstly, and concludes the different characters of CIS by
comparing them with GIS and other software for usual teaching. Secondly, presents the
principles of designing CIS after researching on the methods of how to design CIS. We will
verify these rules in a test system of adaptive user interfaces developed. Thirdly, introduces
the Multimedia Electronic Atlas of Fujian Ecological Environment, which is a new atlas we
developed and applied these principles for design.

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CIS

Examples
Up to the present, countless atlases have been developed successfully all over the world.
There are some examples in the foreign and domestic market. The products in other
countries such as the 3D Atlas 97 and the Virtual Global developed by Microsoft Company
in USA, the Canada Electronic Atlas developed by Canada, etc. In China, there are also
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many such good atlases as the National Physical Atlas of China developed by the Institute
of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS, the Electronic Atlas of
Beijing, the Electronic Atlas of Shenzhen as well as the Atlas of Tibet. CIS can also be
applied in a lot of public services, be integrated with the mobile equipments, and even be
planted into the PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) as a navigation system for querying and
returning information. Furthermore, a new type of tool for developing CIS is paid more
attention to after the series of Atlas 2000 developed by Wuhan University, China.

Tendencies
Tendencies for the development of CIS are listed as follows:

Human-centered and be used as a tool
Human-centered means user is the center in the process of CIS operation. CIS should be
designed facing to the user and following the rules of cognition. In addition CIS should be
looked on and used as a kind of tool for geoinformation getting from but not a book for
studying.

Individual design
User can design an individual CIS product by some CIS software development flats. There
are some kinds of templates in the flat, and user can choose one to make individual CIS
product. Another character is more self-adaptive.

Complementarities of CD-ROM CIS and web CIS
CD-ROM CIS and web CIS can supplement each other for the former’s convenience and
the latter’s renovation. So, the product of CD-ROM format and the web format are
developed often at the same time.

Integration of other technologies
After the technologies of web and multimedia applied to the CIS successfully, the
integrations of grid computing, sensing, VR, artificial intelligence and other technologies
are tried. Particularly, the situation of CIS being integrated to mobile phone and PDA
products is very common.

Deficiencies
Although many advances in CIS research field have been seen, there are some problems
that we can’t neglect. Some CIS are powerful and there are so many tools in them that user
can’t find such simple map tools as zoom in, zoom out and wandering. Some data are
organized unrealizable. Some designs seem not so good for lacking the buttons linking with
the pre-page, the next page, the select page and the end page. As a result, repeat return acts
make the user very tired and give up consequently. Some interfaces are not so friendly. And
in some CIS, the tones of multimedia are out of line, which will confuse the user in stead of
enhance the effect of CIS.

DISTINCTIONS

Conception
Cartographic Information System (CIS) is a digital visualized medium incorporating
graphic user interface, geo-database, function models, visualizing tools for depicting spatial
phenomena and temporal processes, analytical as well as explorative functions for geo-data
retrieval, knowledge construction and navigation through the information space (Wang et
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al., 2003). And now, technology of multimedia is increasingly needed by the CIS in order
to increase its dynamic and interactive capability. It brings such ways of expressing to the
cartographic contents as pictures, videos, cartoons movies, audios and texts, so that it can
be sensed by the eyes and ears of the user at the same time. So, it makes better effect at
aspects of both transmission and cognition. Characters of CIS contrasting with GIS and
teaching software will be talked about in the following sections.

Distinctions different from GIS
Geographic information system (GIS) and multimedia cartographic information system
(CIS) are both information systems that handle geo-data, both are consist of maps and can
be operated on the computer. Whereas GIS enable capture, modelling, manipulation,
retrieval, analysis and presentation of geo-data (Worboys, 1995), the emphasis of CIS is
especially on the presentation of these data. Likewise, CIS often refers to a certain area or
topic in conjunction with a given purpose and have an additional narrative faculty
(Ormeling, 1995). CIS pays more attention to design of the visualization of geoinformation
themes, but GIS are required in order to analyse spatial data and realize powerful functions.
CIS offer both a high cartographic quality and a user-friendly interface. The operation of it
is so easy that it can meet the requirements of not only experts but also non-experts. But
they lack advanced spatial analysis functions (Schneider, 1999). GIS are becoming
increasingly user-friendly, but technical training and expert knowledge are still needed for
operation of data. In GIS, data must be input by the user, while in CIS it can be edited by
the user. They are different in working time, too. However, analysis functions in GIS can
be integrated with a multimedia atlas system so that these functions can be rendered
accessible to a broad range of non-expert users (Delazari and Cintra, 2002).

Distinctions different from teaching software
There are some characters in CIS, which are distinct from software for teaching purpose.
The latter are more vivid in order to catch attention of the user at the first time. But in CIS,
map is main, visualization of geo-information and interaction with the user by the map
tools are more concerned about.

CIS DESIGN

Contents
CIS often consists of maps and multimedia contents. Maps data include maps in raster or in
rector format with different scales, satellite images, DEM, etc. And multimedia data consist
of videos, audios, cartoon movies, pictures and texts.

Framework
The parts of CIS usually include starting movie, themes selection page, main map pages,
multimedia windows and back cover. There is a figure to show the relations of them
(Figure 1).
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Bidirectional queries

Figure 1: Construction of common multimedia CIS.

Functions
There are following functions in CIS. Map functions include zoom in, zoom out,
wandering, navigating, refreshing, full map display, layers controlling. 3D flying model
supports wandering and changing view angle in the 3D environment. Querying model
supports the bidirectional queries for point, line or area from map to attribute and from
theme to map. The user can measure the distance of two points and the perimeter or the
area of selected filed using the measuring tool. The statistical data can be shown in thematic
map. When the hot point, hot line or hot area is clicked on the map the multimedia
information can be operated.

Data structure
Geo-data has two formats of rector and raster, and relevant database are construct to store
them. Maps are organized by different themes. Different maps in the same theme can link
with each other. When query or measure tools are used, the record of the forms in the
coordinate database and the record of the forms, which are stored in the attribute database,
are matched by the only ID code. Multimedia data are stored in the media database. The
path and name of multimedia files are noted in the attribute database. When the attribute
record that matches the coordinate record is visited, the multimedia information can be
operated. And we often click the hot point, hot line or hot area on the map to visit
coordinate data record. The satellite images and DEM data are processed to construct 3D
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models, which support wandering and changing view angle. Making all kinds of thematic
maps can show the statistic data.

Interface
Because CIS can be professional or popular, having complex or simple functions, and
different user has different demand, it is necessary to produce vary quality and effect of CIS
products. It is important to design user interface with various styles and make users
perceive the interface not only its functions but also aesthetically designed. (Schulz, 1998)

Whole style
The whole style of CIS can be divided into two types: functional and multimedia style. The
functional style is recognized by the custom interface as Windows 9X, dragging menus and
view trees are often be used to show the layers of data construction. The multimedia style
often has a friendly interface, and multimedia technologies are used fully. The color can be
strong or weak according to the themes of the CIS. But when the method of contrast is
applied to color design, harmony between colors should be paid attention to.

Starting movie
Starting movie is made by Flash usually. It is vivid and beautiful to catch the eyes of the
user. The length of it is better limited in 10 seconds.

Map pages
The map pages are always composed of map showing block, information querying block,
layer controlling block, common tools block, etc. Generally speaking, in the good CIS, the
map should be marked from its size and position. The button styles can be divided into 2D,
3D and dynamic style with effect of rotate, shadows, crystal or having tips when the mouse
wandering about them. The menu styles are popping or dragging style. The linking buttons
linking with other maps to go backward, forward or exit freely at any time and the label of
the elements in map displaying block should be able to zoom in or out automatically
consistent with the scale. For examples, the buttons of the National Physical Atlas of China
have 3D effect and buttons in the Atlas of Tibet imitate Tibetan accouterments and map
pages showing with novel ethical music, which both imply its larruping style.

Back cover
Back cover is laid in the end of the whole atlas. The content often concludes designers,
timetable, e-mail address, etc.

Match of multimedia
All kinds of multimedia should get on well with each other, such as cartoons and music,
videos and explications, buttons and sounds, pictures and texts, etc. (Cartwright et al.,
2001)

PRINCIPLES OF CIS DESIGN

Theory of cognitive psychology
Electronic Atlas (EA) is regarded as a digital tool for cognizing geo-information. The result
of cognition of the user can be turned out easily by it. Generally speaking, the EA is very
different to the map printed on the paper before. There are two characters: its usage is an
active process but not a passive one, and the product offered to the user is not settled maps
any longer but a visualization environment for using maps. In daily life, people always
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make use of multi-channels to make to be understood better because these channels can
build up each other according to relative theories. This can be practiced on the cartography.
In the multimedia cartographic information system being personally on the scene and
having a good communicating mood are very important. And the dynamic, interaction and
hypermedia characters will ensure it having right effect. It provides the optional tools to
meet the different requirements of the users with different culture background, the
knowledge construction and the professional abilities. There are two keys in the CIS design
under the direction of the theory of cognitive psychology. One point is the balance between
the disorder caused by too much stimulations and the no sense caused by too little
stimulations. Another point is the balance between too much and too little functions. (Chen
and Cai, 2001).

Principles for designing CIS
The following principles for designing CIS come from the practice of the author:

Human-centered design
Users are the final syndics of the CIS product, so what and how to design in the CIS must
take enough account of them. What contents are included, how they are laid, and which hue
suits the theme better and how to design the buttons, menus and other things should all
materialize the users’ mind. Above all, everything should follow the theory of cognition.

Tool
That is to say CIS is as a tool rather than as an e-book. It is a tool for the users to operate,
but not a book to make them have to study. So, when we are designing, we should not ask
the users to have mastered the special cartographic knowledge, but should adapt our
product to extensive users. Why would they use this CIS? Where would they find the map
tools customarily? If they want to exit in the usage process, can they realize it? Thinking in
this way, the special design to a fault should be avoided.

Practicability
There is an important thing should be aware by all the CIS designers. It is not true that
more functions more acceptable. Nowadays, many mapmakers do their best to add more
functions of the electronic maps blindly, but never think what the users really need and
want to. In fact, not everyone wants these too much. On the contrary, too many functions
are disturbances sometimes. So, practicability is brought up here.

Maturity
Too many functions are burden of the user, well then what about too few functions? The
answer is no, either. Maturity asks the common tools must be laid out, and that they must
be laid following the custom of users. If you want to measure the distance of two places on
the map, but there are no such tools at all. What would you do? Most people will give up
using such a product. The practicability and the maturity is a couple of contradiction,
however, the balance is up to the designers.

Extension
Some CIS allow extending tools made by the user himself. Both open and human-centered
characters are shown.
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Advancing
Before setting out to develop the CIS, broad market investigation is the first step. What the
virtues and shortcomings of the present products are should be made out. Then, to absorb
the good and to mend the bad from the start to the end，the CIS would be the advancing.

Interaction
Users will interact with the CIS when they operate it. The function of this aspect must be
designed at first. If there are buttons of ahead, next, back to the main interface, and exit in
every map pages, the mood of the user will be happy and relaxed. (Bär and Sieber, 1999)

Contrast
The contrast exists in the back color and the fore color, in the difference of buttons and
menus of different maps, in the state of buttons clicked over and down, etc. In a word, the
change of contents should be hinted by the interface.

Dynamic
Dynamic is used so widely in the CIS that it has already been the marked characters of CIS.
From the start movie to the buttons, the menus and the cover, it is applied everywhere. In
particular, the flash movie is often used to describe the change process of someplace
already or the trend of it tomorrow.

Coherence
The style design of the CIS should be planned at the beginning of the whole work. Then,
every step should be coherent with it. That includes the hue, the way of organization, the
harmony of the multimedia, etc.

APPLICATION OF CIS DESIGN RULES
At last, the rules mentioned above will be verified in a test system of adaptive user
interfaces developed by ourselves and the current development of the Atlas of Fujian
Ecological Environment will be proposed to explain how the rules are applied to practice.

Test
CIS has functions of both visualizing information and putting out the result of cognition of
the user. In order to verify how about the rules proposed above match the experience
coming from daily life of most people, we design a test system of adaptive user interfaces.
The test faces to the people of different ages, sex, educational level, computer operating
level and cartography knowledge level. And the followings aspects are tested.

a. What size of the map windows is popular?

b. Which back color of the map is popular?

c. Where the toolbar should be laid?

d. Which style of buttons is chosen most?

e. Which template of maps is most popular?

f. What order of maps is listed by the level of favorite?

g. Record the consequence of tests above and conclude the style of CIS most selected.
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Application
The development of the Multimedia Electronic Atlas of Fujian Ecological Environment is
to explain how the rules above are applied to practice. The Multimedia Electronic Atlas of
Fujian Ecological Environment is a sub-item of one important item in “Digital Fujian”. The
map contents in this atlas are divided into basic maps, ecological environment background
maps, pollution and destroy maps and others. The user interface in this atlas is designed to
pure multimedia style, and multimedia information is organized by constructing database.
Many ecological statistical data are shown in thematic maps. And particularly, the multi-
data of texts about laws of ecological environment protect are organized by the style of
innovative ecological web. All designs in this atlas including map content design and user
interface design follow the principles of designing CIS mentioned in this paper.
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